Individuals predestined to gourmandism are generally
of medium height, they have round or square faces
and lips, well rounded bright eyes, small foreheads and short noses,
full lips and well rounded chins.
The women are buxom, pretty rather than beautiful
with a tendency to run fat.
Such is the exterior beneath which to look for
the most agreeable company, for these guests
who accept everything they are offered, eat slowly
and savour each morsel thoughtfully. They are
never in a rush to leave the place where they have
found true hospitality and they are invited to stay
all evening because they know that the games and
pass times appropriate to gastronomical gatherings.
Those on the contrary to whom nature has refused
an aptitude for the pleasure of taste have long faces,
noses and eyes, whatever their height is there is something
elongated in their proportions, their hair is dark and flat
and they are never plump.
It is they that invented trousers.
The women whom nature has afflicted with the same misfortune
are angular in body, are easily bored at the table
and only live for cards and scandal.
JEAN-ANTHELME BRILLAT-SAVARIN 1825

Gourmet Menu...
GRILLED KILLALA BAY TURBOT
Served with seapray lime, organic leaf salad.
~~~~
WEST COAST SHELLFISH SELECTION
In a saffron glaze.
~~~~
LEMON & GARDEN THYME SORBET
Served with a surprise !!
~~~~
TRIO OF MAYO SPRING LAMB
Tenderloin wrapped in vegetable julienne, taster of casserole, tongue & cheek pudding, red cabbage glaze..
~~~~
THE FAMOUS DRUNKEN BULLOCK,
Prime Mayo fillet beef flambéed on our 15th century Spanish Armada conquistador sword,
served with a mild peppercorn jus & vegetable roti.
~~~~
MATURED CASHEL BLUE CHEESE
With chutney & fruits.
~~~~
DESSERT SURPRISE
~~~~
PETIT FOURS
Handmade chocolates to delight.
Using classic & imaginative cooking techniques with local, seasonal ingredients from our land ~ sea & air,
we combine a depth of flavour with the traditions of the castle.
2 AA Rosette Restaurant for
Culinary Excellence

Our Beef is 100% Irish, please ask your server for allergy requirements

